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Action Oldham Fund has a vision of Oldham
giving locally, working co-operatively and
transforming Oldham together.
The Action Oldham Fund is a charitable fund
that supports good causes across the borough
with grants, so they can make a real
difference to local lives.
This report provides details on some of the
Action Oldham grants awarded between April
2017 and March 2018 to community projects
working across the Oldham Borough.

The overall objectives of the Fund were to
•

•

•

£159,105
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promote voluntary social action and a
culture of volunteering
promote co-operation and collaboration
within and between communities

To apply for funding projects needed to:
•

TOTAL GRANTS AWARDED IN 2017

enable local communities to identify and
implement local solutions to local problems
and provide appropriate support

•

•

help Oldham residents into work
promote wellbeing amongst Oldham
residents or
promote independence & resilience

As a result of the funded project:
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Copies of the Failsworth Legacy map (a selfled walking map) produced and distributed
individuals successfully attended the
nationally recognised walk leader training.

are currently leading walks for the groups.

Active Oldham Outdoors
FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Project Fund

£4,427.00

OUTCOMES:
•

Improved training opportunities for
residents to improve knowledge, continue
learning and increase job opportunities

•

Increased opportunities for residents to
attend a local based walking group that
caters for all

•

Increase in a diverse range of opportunities
for residents to enjoy (catering for those
that may be socially isolated)

FUNDED PROJECT:
Walking has been proven to improve our health physically and mentally, giving the body more energy and helping the mind to combat anxiety and depression! With this in mind, Active Oldham Outdoors (AOO) used the
Action Oldham Funding to launch their unique walking project across Oldham. AOO set out to achieve ways to
increase the health and well-being of the residents in the local area and so created accessible walk routes for
groups of all age ranges.
The group was established as an escape for people to combat loneliness and enable people who are isolated to
make friends who can walk together for free. As a result of Action Oldham Funds grant they have been able to
provide activity in the local community of Failsworth and have built a strong network of walking groups within
the community. Through the funding AOO have trained their lead walkers to be able to run the walks
independently from their groups, making the project self-sufficient.
Active Oldham Outdoors have also teamed up with the group at Moston Brook, a green corridor which links
Failsworth and Moston. It is a haven for wildlife and a green oasis in the city and this partnership ensures that
they are utilising the local areas to ensure the public have various community walks to explore. AOO walkers
and volunteers have created legacy maps, these are filled with facts and knowledge that educate the walkers
about the history of Manchester and Oldham. These maps can be followed separately from the organised
groups by the public. Volunteers and members are enthusiastic about the opportunity to explore their local
area and get fit.
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Wrexham Close Saturday Social Group
The Saturday Evening Social is a peer support group that meets
monthly at Wrexham Close Community Room in Hollinwood. It is a
friendly and welcoming group where anyone can come to socialise
and make new friends. This social has been meeting in the Oldham
area for many years and at various venues.

Maori Men’s Group
Maori is a group started to combat the stigma around men’s mental health,
combat loneliness and provide support for the struggles that men face.

The main objective is to reduce distress from isolation, particularly
at the weekend when ‘services’ e.g. mental health services are
difficult to come by. A safe, alcohol-free space to be ‘yourself’, to
join in the activities if the person wants to, or to go in the quiet
room for some peace if that’s what they prefer.

FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Seed Corn

£900.00

Action Oldham Seed Corn

£1,000.00

FUNDED PROJECT:

FUNDED PROJECT:

Action Oldham Fund awarded the grant to provide a social, safe space allowing men to meet new friends and offer a range of beneficial activities
for the group’s members encouraging them to socialise. The members
have praised the group for allowing them to meet new people and replace
unhealthy, solitary lifestyles with positive activity.

The Saturday Evening Social due to circumstances out of their control
had to move to a new venue. They found that it was much more
difficult for members to get to this building, especially the more
elderly and disabled people. Some temporarily stopped attending.

There has been noticeable change in the members of the group as it has
built up their confidence in social situations. Family and friends of the
members have commented on how the group has been central to transforming the lives of the men. One man’s partner spoke enthusiastically
about this change- "This group does him the world of good."
OUTCOMES:
•

Improved confidence

•

Reducing isolation
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With funding from Action Oldham
they hired a minibus to collect people
from Oldham town centre to bring
them to the new venue and make the
return journey later on in the evening.
OUTCOMES:

"In this group I'm just
me, not that bloke
with mental
problems."

•

Improved confidence in applying for grants

•

Improved life opportunities

•

Improved emotional wellbeing

As a result of the funded project:

10
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1
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Individuals matched to learning disability
friendly organisations

Community Groups received Learning
Disability Friends Kitemark

New website developed

Newly recruited part time staff

Oldham Personal Advocacy Limited
OPAL is an Oldham based registered charity
which has been supporting people with learning
disabilities to have a voice and choice for over
30 years.
Their mission is to allow people with learning
disabilities to be heard loudly and clearly by
those who plan and deliver services which
impact on their quality of life and to claim the
rights and privileges available to all members of
society. They do this by running various
activities including:
•

A day service

•

A women’s group

•

An Independent advocacy service

•

Learning Disability Friends project
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OUTCOMES:

FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

•

Action Oldham Project Fund

£9,797.00

Increase in confidence and a greater sense of
belonging due to new opportunities to meet new
people, make new friends.

•

Raised profile for community groups through
achievement of the kite mark as a safe and
welcoming group to join Increase in volunteers/
helpers for future projects

•

An accessible, interactive website for people with
learning disabilities and/autism looking for
information about activities in Oldham

FUNDED PROJECT:
Following on from consultation where members said
that they can’t join other community groups because
they don’t feel welcome and the public said that they
felt uncomfortable in the company of people with
learning disabilities and autism, OPAL requested
funding to ‘Bridge That Gap’ and develop learning
disability and/autism friends from within existing
community groups to confidently bridge this gap.
OPAL provides Learning Disability Friends with
awareness and information sessions as well as ongoing
support and helps promote project/services through
their website and social media feed and by the
introduction of prospective members to groups.

Clarksfield Community Group
(CCG)

3
Alleyways cleaned
and tidied by residents

100
Hours of volunteer
time recorded

15
Volunteers actively
involved in CCG

6578
Extra in grants
secured
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FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Project

£9,400.00

FUNDED PROJECT:

Match funding with Big Local and Oldham Council funding
enabled the group to create a safe upgraded, beautiful
alleyway space for all residents, where they can grow
food and flowers and socialize and children can play safely.
With support from Big Local and IF Oldham, local residents
ed up with the state of their alleyways got together to
plan and deliver the physical improvements requested.
OUTCOMES:
•

Improved engagement with local community

•

Increased confidence, communication and organisational skills.

•

improved mental and physical health and wellbeing
due to improved physical environment

BFEM Work Club

Werneth Cricket Club
Werneth Cricket Club, Oldham is a local community club, with three senior
cricket teams, four junior teams and a developing women's team. They also
have numerous bowls teams and a successful table tennis section.
The club was formed in the year 1864 when Samuel R Platt instigated a merger
of three local clubs. He later purchased and leased to the club the land which
is still the present ground. The members of the day laid the turf and improved
the ground which remains largely unaltered to this day.
FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Seed Corn

£250.00

FUNDED PROJECT:
Werneth Cricket Club received £250 towards new ground drying equipment.
Every season a number of games and training sessions are lost because of the
weather and their equipment was old or broken.

FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Seed Corn Fund

£1,000.00

FUNDED PROJECT:

OUTCOMES:

BfEM received £1,000 towards the
development of a new work club that
would support the needs of both existing
residents and those new to the area by
providing ESOL and employability training
courses. Many referrals came from the
local job centre and a substantial number
did not have a good grasp of the English
Language.

•

Increase in referrals from
Job Centre

•

Increased knowledge of
services available in the
Oldham area
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•

Increase in volunteers
helping to run the service

Although we had a good summer the cover was still needed on a couple of
occasions. On both occasions a match was made possible, on one instance a
game that would have been called off due to heavy rain took place because
the cover had been put on. This meant 22 children aged 11-13 got a game of
cricket.
The cover is still in good condition and will be used for further seasons and has
the potential to benefit many others.

OUTCOMES:
•

Increased in physical activities

•

Reduced isolation

•

Improvement to facilities

Saddleworth Sports, Youth and
Community Association (SSYCA)

FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Project

£8,352.00

FUNDED PROJECT:
Action Oldham Funding helped bring to life SSYCA’s ‘Body, Mind and Well-being (BMW) project.

Greenfield and Grasscroft Residents' Association (GGRA)
youth group YOLO along with Saddleworth Rotary Club, local
sports groups and Saddleworth Parish Council came together
in 2016 to form a group of trustees to take over the Satellite
Youth Centre after an 18 month closure.
Saddleworth Sports, Youth and Community Association
(SSYCA) is now a charitable incorporated organisation with a
25 year lease from Oldham Council and home to a host of
local groups and organisations, from tots and youth groups to
sports clubs and sessions for the elderly.
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The main aim of the BMW project was to establish the Centre as a busy health and wellbeing
community hub that is well known in the area. This was achieved by offering a range of
activities in partnership with other organisations that improved people’s physical and
emotional well-being, increased people’s social contacts and encouraged volunteering.

The grant money covered the recruitment and costs of employing a paid worker for 8 hours a
week to work on the BMW project, helped with the purchase of a lap top and phone, enabled
MIND and Macmillan to run sessions in the Centre and funded extensive publicity about
activities at the centre.
OUTCOMES:
•

Improved long term improvements to health and wellbeing

•

Increased experience of managing volunteers and projects

•

Increased engagement with members of the local community

Ghazali Trust

Ghazali Trust is a community organisation which originated in 2004. They
primarily work within the St Mary’s ward of Oldham which is within the top 2.5%
most deprived areas in England with residents having some of the poorest levels
of health, and highest levels of crime.
The Ghazali Trust works with local residents to close the deprivation gap,
health inequalities and reduce social exclusion using sporting activities, arts,
workshops and community participation

700
230
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FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Seed Corn

£829.00

FUNDED PROJECT:
The Ghazali Trust were successful in securing funding towards the publicising
of their ‘Clean Glodwick’ initiative. Every Sunday at 2pm, residents are
encouraged to clean the space around their own homes and of neighbours who
can’t manage by themselves. Volunteer street coordinators help to facilitate
and support the residents to improve the appearance of the neighbourhood.
OUTCOMES:

regular volunteers
volunteer street coordinators

•

Improved health and emotional wellbeing

•

Reduce isolation and loneliness

•

Increase in civic pride

SPOONS Neonatal Family Support
FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Seed Corn

£1,000.00

FUNDED PROJECT:
Spoons supports and cares for parents and babies experiencing neonatal intensive care. The charity, based at Royal Oldham Hospital, is unique within
Greater Manchester and offers a range of classes and support groups run by
volunteers. Due to premature birth or other neonatal complications, the
babies have complex needs. For example, they may be on oxygen, using
feeding tubes or have weak immune systems. These challenges can result in
extreme isolation for the parents, as they do not feel understood in regular
baby groups. Spoons’ peer to peer emotional and practical support allows
parents to share their worries and thoughts with other parents who have been
through similar experiences.
Action Oldham Fund provided a grant of £1,000 to assist and strengthen
Spoons parent and baby groups. These groups provide a safe space for parents
to bond with their babies, offering a sense of normality. The activities such as
baby yoga, first aid classes and play sessions allow parents to feel more
confident with their babies in an environment where they don’t feel judged.
One parent who attended the first aid course commented that ‘the course was
fun and informative, it definitely made me feel more confident.’ Whilst another parent said, ‘What a fantastic course I would recommend all parents do
this.’
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OUTCOMES:
•

Improved health and emotional wellbeing

•

Reduce isolation and loneliness

•

Increase in skills and knowledge

The courses provided through the Action
Oldham Funding have really helped improve
the parents confidence, and given them a
chance to learn new skills in a relaxed and
informal environment.
Kirsten Mitchell (group leader)

Werneth and Freehold Community
Development Project (WFCDP)

19
New volunteers
helping with the
organisation

250
Women attended
International
Women’s Day
Conference from

19
Different
nationalities

WFCDP set up in 1991 to build positive relationships across the Werneth
and Freehold area.
FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Project

££9,746.00

FUNDED PROJECT:
With a grant from Action Oldham, WFCDP were able to employ a part
time development worker to help with the delivery the programme of
activities that engaged with women to improve their physical and
mental health and well being through a pathway using workshops,
classes and groups as its base.
Using an asset-based practice approach, the project promoted add
strengthened the factors that support good health and wellbeing,
protect against poor health and fostered communities and networks to
sustain health.
This funding has made a huge difference
to the capacity of the work we have
been able to do at WFCDP. By having
this money we were able to apply to
successfully apply for further funding as
we had a worker in place .

Activities included:
Helping women to grow and cook healthier food and starting a slimming
world session— one lady has lost over 2 stone and others had significant
losses which have had a positive impact on their health.
Partnered with Life Long Learning and arranged fitness classes

400
Women helped by
the project
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Arranged classes for in a variety of subjects including: ICT, ESOL, Child
care courses, Holistic therapy, jewellery making, healthy cooking class,
zumba, Yoga, job club, internet cafe, Driving theory classes, Life in The
UK course,
Organised a health event in partnership with UKEFF, Early Help, Healthy
Minds, local pharmacies, PSCO,s Oldham Life Long Learning, Solicitor,
Get Oldham Working, Diabities checks, health checks, slimming world,
volunteering centre.

Yvonne Burtonwood

OUTCOMES:
•

Empowered individuals to make informed choices by
providing relevant factual information.

•

Raised aspirations and increased life choices

•

Improved social inclusion

Oasis Hub Oldham
Oasis Hub Oldham are a charitable organisation that uses holistic methodology to
work with schools, partners and neighbourhoods to build a strong, safe, proud
community in Hollinwood. Their model and activities enables people to develop the
skills and character to be the best versions of themselves.
Oasis Community Kitchen aims to create social change within local communities
through the power of food allowing communities to unlock their potential to increase
wellbeing, resilience, confidence and create space to build relationships.

FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Project

£9,520.00

FUNDED PROJECT:
The funding was used to further develop a group of volunteers and bring more
people together through their love of food. The group meet to cook meals to serve
back to groups within the community who may be experiencing food poverty. The
group learn about healthy foods and create a sense of community and the food
provided brings together different groups from the community providing a hot meal
for people who are most in need. One of the main groups where food was made and
provided by the volunteers was during the school holiday activities. Since the
project started in January 2018 there have been 17 active volunteers on the project,
in the last year four have progressed into other volunteering roles, three have gone
onto paid part time employment and one onto a full time accredited training course.
Over the course of the project over 2000 meals have been served, 1000 of these
during the summer holidays where food poverty has a huge impact on the
communities.
OUTCOMES:
•

Improved health and wellbeing

•

Increased in knowledge, skills and confidence

•

Raised awareness of social enterprise as a business model
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Veg in the Park
FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Project

£1,000.00

FUNDED PROJECT:
Veg in the Park is a community growing hub based in Waterhead
Park. The group was set up to teach children seed to plate, however
throughout the week they also have adults of all ages that come together for a bit of gardening, a brew and a chat. The group has become a real hub for social activity within the community. Promoting
healthy eating and boosting the over all well being of the whole community the group is pivotal in transforming lives of all ages; as the
group is a great way for people to combat loneliness and is a safe
space for people to escape from the problems they face in daily life
as many of the members suffer from mental and physical health
problems.
They received a grant for promotional leaflets, banners and t-shirts
for staff and volunteers to wear. The leaflets have been designed to
attract more volunteers and newcomers to the park.

Caroline Lawson, who runs the Veg in the Park scheme said “Gardening is good for your health,
body and mind. We have volunteers here of all ages & abilities, at the moment our age range is
from 2 years to 76. The group is open to anyone who would like to garden. You don’t have to
have green fingers, we learn from each other. Veg in the Park has helped me in many ways.
Having disabilities, myself and being out of work for over 12 years, it helps me to focus and
takes my mind off the constant pain I have, it has also helped me to reduce the amount of
medication I take.”
Andy B, Volunteer said “I have suffered with mental health issues and paranoid schizophrenia
for over 20 years. Veg in the Park gave me something to do, I now have a routine for myself
and have also meet some really nice people. I enjoy working as a volunteer and Caroline is a
very good listener with my problems.’
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OUTCOMES:
•

Increase in volunteers and visitors leading to higher sales of
fruit and vegetables

•

Improved mental/physical wellbeing

•

Increase in wider growing opportunities

The Sholver Millennium Green Trust
The Sholver Millennium Green Trust works in partnership with the
Sholver and Moorside Community Team. Both organisations aim to
improve the quality of life for residents of Oldham, and in particular
those living in the Sholver and Moorside areas, by encouraging and
providing facilities for social interaction and inclusion, leisure and
improved health

Indian Association Oldham
The Indian Association Oldham, established in 1968 is a registered Charity
based in Oldham whose aims and objectives are to provide services and
facilities and carryout activities which help the beneficiaries to have a better
quality of life.
FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Project

£8,854.00

FUNDED PROJECT:
The grant money was received to carry out development work with the
local community as well as increase the capacity of the Association in
raising resources for future continuity of these activities.
The group were able to put some structured policies and procedures in
place for the organisation which has enabled a safer environment to work
in both for members and users. By having role descriptions for all roles,
the Indian Association were able to recruit more volunteers to run activities including their Summer Kids
Camp/Play scheme which had been cancelled in previous years due to lack of volunteers but now had six
new volunteers in place.

FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Project

£9,960.00

FUNDED PROJECT:
The Sholver Millennium Green Trust asked for support with developing
and improving the footpaths and woodland area for the benefit and use
of residents in the area and towards social facilities for young and
socially isolated residents in the area.
With almost £10,000 and by working in partnership with Life for a Life,
IFOldham and Groundwork they have re-instated a stretch of footpath,
cleared an area adjacent to the Community centre, planted hawthorn,
beech and fruit trees and created a pleasant leisure area.
They have also organised numerous activities and events that have taken place at the centre and on the adjacent parts of the Green all with
the aim of providing educational and healthy family activities and to
address the problem of social isolation in the area. Activities included
weekly armchair exercises, Tuesday drop-in sessions, twice weekly
family days (during school holidays) and one off
events including a VE commemoration lunch, a
Flower and Vegetable Show, a Christmas Lunch
and a Christmas Fair.

OUTCOMES:

OUTCOMES:

•

Improved confidence and skills

•

Reduced social isolation

•

Increased number of volunteers

•

Improved health and wellbeing
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The Friends of Stoneleigh Park

150

The Friends of Stoneleigh Park are a group of residents who want to
improve and make Stoneleigh Park accessible and well used by
community members. Our aims are to create an inclusive eco growing
park, where residents and families can come along help grow, cook and
learn new skills alongside enjoying the park.
FUND:

AMOUNT AWARDED:

Action Oldham Project

££10,000

People attended
Hallowean Party

70

FUNDED PROJECT:
The ‘Growing to Eat’ project received £10,000 to tackle social
isolation, anti social behaviour (ASB), increase community engagement
and tackle food poverty by creating/maintaining an edible community
park. The project has seen an increase in the number residents, young
people and families involved in the maintenance of the growing beds,
raised beds and activities in the park. Parents are regularly seen
cutting herbs, picking fruit and weeding whilst children are playing on
the playground.
Residents and park users are always calling in for advice on growing
plants and produce in their gardens and the cooking sessions have
shown families how to use fruit and vegetables in healthy family meals.

People attended
Friday night cooking sessions
The cooking sessions have also helped address food poverty in
the area as young people have been able to eat on Friday nights
and during school holidays which as a knock on effect on helping
to reduce ASB by reducing alcohol and drug intake in the community.
Parents and grandparents have been attending the school holiday
and Friday night sessions, this has led to increased community
friendships and some of the young people now have “adopted”
grandparents.

OUTCOMES:
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•

Increased community engagement and friendships

•

Reduced anti social behaviour

•

Improved social inclusion

3
New regular
volunteers

1
Family won
FCHO’s ‘Young
gardener of the
year’ competition

FUND: Action Oldham Project—Successful applicants
Active Oldham Outdoors
Church of the Nazarene (Oldham)
Clarksfield Community Group
Friends of Stoneleigh Park
Greenacres Community Association
Greenfield Cricket Club

FUND: Action Oldham Seed Corn
4427
10000
9400
10000
7825
10000

Indian Association Oldham

8854

Mills Hill Baptist Church

3065

Networking in East Oldham Neighbourhoods

10000

Oasis Hub Oldham

9520

Oldham Personal Advocacy Limited (OPAL)

9797

Saddleworth Sports Youth and Community Association

8352

Sholver Millennium Green Trust

9960

Successful applicants
Werneth Cricket, Bowling and Tennis Club
Veg in the Park

250
1000

HOPE Methodist Church

520

IGA Learning Support

660

Ghazali Trust

829

Maori Men’s Club

900

Bfem Work Club

1000

Hill Top Growers

1000

Right Opportunities

1000

Spoons

1000

Wrexham Close Saturday Evening Social

1000

Total grants requested: £282,781
Springhead Management Co Ltd

9000

St Barnabas Church, Clarksfield,

10000

The Growing Hub Limehurst

10000
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Werneth
and Freehold Community Development Project

9746

Total grants awarded: £159,105
For further information on any of the grants awarded please
contact Action Together’s Development Team on 0161 339
2345 or email development@actiontogether.org.uk
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